Most of the basic quantitative parameters of the 3D microstructure such as volume ratio of different phases, specific interfaces or mean curvatures, could be estimated by applying stochastic geometry and stereology on planar sections using well known metallographic techniques in various scales. If the geometry of the microstructure and the topology are very complex, the tomographical approaches are indispensable, since they open access to image the 3D shape and arrangement of microstructural objects, as well as estimating the total curvature [1]. In order to understand how the underlying microstructure is formed during the processing and how it determines the very specific set of properties of today's highperformance materials, it is essential to analyze and quantify all the key features of the microstructures in three dimensions in a relevant scale using correlative tomography.
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For correlative microscopy, a lot of techniques are available which are mainly based on light microscopy, electron microscopy and scanning probe microscopy. Each of the analytical techniques used for correlative microscopy differ not only in the resolution and information content, but also significantly vary in the sampling volume. The non-destructive methods such as X-ray tomography (Lab-CT/Synchrotron CT) and electron tomography typically have a trade-off for local resolution versus the sampling volume. While electron tomography and atom probe tomography (APT) have a trade-off between the structural and chemical sensitivity verses the sampling volume [2] .
It turns out that the serial section techniques, such as FIB-SEM tomography and metallographic serial sectioning tomography offer powerful tools to bridge the critical gaps between other tomographic techniques. They have a unique potential to combine their typical resolution with a relatively huge sampling volume (up to ~10 8 μm 3 ). The paper will discuss the potential and the limits of a fully reproducible high resolution metallographic serial sectioning tomography, which opens the possibility to investigate large volumes and help reveal unexpected correlations of microstructure formation [3] .
Apart from the sampling volume, which is around 10 -4 μm 3 for an APT specimen, an improved understanding from the correlation of such small volume with data from higher scale levels requires extracting as much information as possible from the measured APT data. The limited detection efficiency added to the limited capability of rendering complete datasets increases the need for using new visualization solutions, which would help revealing nano-segregations and complex morphologies in the datasets. Better identification of microstructural features at the sub-nanoscale, such as lattice defects or complex interfaces, result in an improved understanding of the micro-to macro-structural correlations. We present here some new techniques for rendering large APT datasets (tens of millions of sphere-shaped atoms) at high interactive speeds [4] , as well as Fourier transformation algorithms for identifying lattice defects in the reconstructions. 
